The Carnegie Circle recognizes and celebrates a special group of Library supporters whose annual gifts of $1,000 or more create a community where reading, learning and imagination thrive.

Carnegie Circle: Innovator ($10,000 - $24,999)
Anonymous
Sonia and Isaac Luski
Caton and Charlie Morris
LeeAnn and Crawford Pounds

Carnegie Circle: Connector ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Barbara J. Baker
Jenny Campbell
Jean and Eugene Cochrane
Cammie and Barnes Hauptfuhrer
Katie and Mike James
Ashley and Peter Larkin
Gina and Thomas Lawrence
Patricia Rodgers
Paige and Art Roselle

Carnegie Circle: Director ($2,500-$4,999)
Kathryn and Darren Ash
Julia Austen
Jennifer Bennett and Doug Mays
Lee and Alan Blumenthal
Mary and Charles Bowman
Thomas Bunn
Mary Irving Campbell
Cynthia and Hal Curry
Wayea Biah-Davis and Le Roy Davis
Jennifer DeWitt
Vicki and Porter Durham
Barbara and Michael Gardner
Sally and Will Graves
Meredith and John Heimburger
Paul Kardous
Kay and Jack Lane
Kim and Eric Laster
Mary Lane and Tom Lennon
Ann and David Levine
Julie Lerner Levine
Corrie and Zach Manis
Julianne Marley
Yvonne and Richard McCracken
Ellen McIntyre and William Morison
Dale and Larry Polsky
Sally and Russell Robinson

Carnegie Circle: Member ($1,000.00-$2,499)
Anonymous (4)
Judith and John Alexander
Holly Atkins
Mary Lou and James Babb
Chuck Barger
Carl Belk
Sandra and Robert Bisanar
Doris Anne Bradley
Barbara and Twig Branch
Rosanne Brandt
Robin and Bill Branstrom
Roxolana Buckle
Katie and Mark Caldwell
Dudley and Curtis Carlson
Connie and Peter Carlson
Cordyliia Chapman
Jane and David Conlan
Marilyn Corn
Carol Dabbs
Susan Daughtridge
Miriam Dixon
Pepper Dowd
Barbara and Wayne Ellis
Martha and Eric Eubank
Mary Ruth and Reynolds Faulkner
Katherine and James Ferguson
Heather and Tom Finke
Kimmery and James Fleischli
Vickie and Thomas Gabbard
Jenni Gaissbauer and Ashley Hudler
Selena and Rick Giovannelli
Mary Ann Grace
Molly and Robert Griffin
Mozelle Griffith
Caroline and Robert Hammock
Melva Hanna
Jill Dinwiddie and Bernie Hargardon
Sharon and Rob Harrington
Elizabeth Harris
Claudia and Andy Heath
Martin Henegar
Kay Hudler
Carol Hull
Toni Hunter
Kathy and Charles Izard
Kelly Katterhagen and Lawrence Nabatoff
Bill Keenan
Garrell and Lee Keesler
Gloria Kelley
Jeri and Peter Krentz
Jennifer Lane
Gloria and Harry Lerner
Bill Marchant
Marie-Claire Marroum-Kardous
Nancy and Clement Marshall
Joan Martin and Pat Burgess
Jane and Hugh McColl
Christina O’Donnell and John McConville
Rick McDermott and Rob Willard
Elizabeth Merklein
Nikki and North Moore
Linda Mundle
Rolfe Neill
Anna and Thomas Nelson
Yvette and Anthony Norwood
Christina and Dee O’Dell

Mildred and Bailey Patrick
Sue and Vick Phillips
Melanie Pink
Anne and Matthew Rankowitz
Jane and Milburn Ratteree
Clyda and George Rent
Jared Roccanti
Karen and John Ryan
Anne and Stephen Schmitt
Judy Seldin-Cohen and Jeff Cohen
Ishani and Kartik Shah
Marcie and Torrence Shealy
Lisa and Glenn Sherrill
Lori and Eric Sklut
Helen Sliker
Kirsten Baldwin and Justin Steinschriber
Ann and Wellford Tabor
Judith and Gary Toman
Nicholas and Susan Trivisonno
Ashley and Joel Turner
Margaret and Chris Ulrich
Teleia and Adam White
Barbara and Chris Ulrich
Karen Eady-Williams and Darrel Williams
Marylyn and Edwin Williams
Cristina Wilson
Martha and Jim Woodward
Joan Zimmerman